SUPPORT BRIEF

Enterprise Support
For Istio In Production
With the exploding popularity of Kubernetes has come a corresponding interest in Istio as a service
mesh to support distributed applications and microservices. The challenge is that Istio can be complex
for those unfamiliar with its features (and limitations.) Solo.io provides enterprise support for Istio
environments to help you avoid pitfalls and resolve issues quickly.
While open source Istio provides a good foundation for security, reliability, and extensibility, you probably
need to address a few gaps before you are production-ready for critical applications and microservices.
We provide the following advantages for open source Istio and Envoy Proxy:
• 24/7 production and long-term support (LTS)
of validated upstream Istio software
• Dedicated service level agreements (SLAs)
• Unlimited incidents
• Private Slack channel, email, and
phone communications
• Self-service ticketing

• Patches and security hot-fixes backported for
supported Istio versions (N-4: meaning the
current and previous four versions)
• Assistance with common operating
environments, including Kubernetes, VMs, AWS
(Amazon EC2, Amazon EKS), Azure (Compute
and AKS), Google Cloud, RedHat OpenShift, etc.

• Quarterly version releases (security & critical
fixes as needed)

• Best practices guidelines, architecture
reviews, and help driving upstream bugs or
feature requests

• One year of software maintenance and support
per major Istio release

• Advice on version to version deltas
and upgrades

“Solo has been a major component and innovator in this space. Has grown its Istio contributions
over time, so I’m super enthusiastic about that. Solo has pushed the boundaries of what users do
with mesh.”
LOUIS RYAN, PRINCIPAL ENGINEER, GOOGLE CLOUD
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With the exploding popularity of Kubernetes has come a corresponding interest in Istio as a service
mesh to support distributed applications and microservices. The challenge is that Istio can be complex

Our SLAs by severity are:
1 – Urgent – one hour response time (24 x 7 x 365)
2 – High – four business hours (Monday – Friday 9am – 6pm US Eastern Time)
3 – Normal – eight business hours (Monday – Friday 9am – 6pm US Eastern Time)
4 – Low – 24 business hours (Monday – Friday 9am – 6pm US Eastern Time)
One special advantage is our creation of a dedicated private Slack channel for each support customer,
where you can ask questions and get a quick response from an engineer. We hear regularly that this
offering saves customers hours, days, or even weeks of time in researching and resolving issues. This
approach is so loved that many of our customers have asked other vendors to offer the same service.
Of course, we have open community Slack channels with over 3,400 members too!
You’ll get access to all our experts, many of whom are actively contributing to Istio and related open
source projects. Here’s just one example with Istio discovery selectors but there are many more!
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If you are inclined, Gloo Mesh Enterprise also has many features that go even further in enhancing open
source Istio. You can see the feature comparison here.
Ask us today about Istio support for your service mesh. With Solo helping reduce the complexity of your
service mesh, you can start to build novel solutions on top of that new structure. Our enterprise support
can save you a lot of time and effort and resolve issues faster, so you can focus on your applications!

Here are a few people’s thoughts about what it’s like to work with Solo:
“Collaborating with the team at Solo.io has been great. They are very responsive in helping us
with our Gloo environment, brainstorming ideas on how to solve our issues and even beyond
Gloo Edge, and responding to the questions we’ve had on Kubernetes like load balancing and
how the ecosystem of tools works together. They are truly invested in our success.”
JONATHAN LANE, SENIOR MANAGER, SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, API PLATFORM AT VONAGE

“We chose Gloo for the outstanding responsiveness of the Solo.io team to issues and requests
for enhancements.” DERRICK BURNS, CLOUD ARCHITECT AT TIDEPOOL.ORG
“We selected Gloo because of its flexibility and the great experience we had working with the
Solo.io team.” FELIX ROBERGE, CEO, D-TECK SOLUTIONS
“The documentation and active community make it easy to get started and provide a lot of help
and support for end users like us.” IEVGENII SHEPELIUK, ACTING CTO, NEW AGE SOLUTIONS

About Solo.io
solo.io
contact us

Solo.io, the modern service connectivity company, delivers API infrastructure from the edge to service mesh, helping
enterprises adopt, secure, and operate innovative cloud native technologies. APIs drive microservices and cloud
native technologies, forming the foundation for developers, partners and customers to interact with application
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services quickly, effectively, and securely. Solo.io brings developer and operations tooling to manage and
federate
security and traffic control and tie together the integration points to enable and observe the application network.

